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1 INTRODUCTION

The motivational factors of Self-Determination Theory (SDT) have been widely applied to the understanding of what motivates player engagement with and enjoyment of games. According to SDT, players can be intrinsically motivated to enjoy and engage with a game via three basic psychological needs: autonomy, relatedness, and/or competence (ARC). Since Ryan, Rigby and Przybylski’s seminal paper describing how SDT can be used to explain the motivational pull of video games [12], much research has demonstrated that each of the ARC factors can impact players’ enjoyment of and/or engagement with a game experience [2, 8, 16]. However, Tyack and Mekler’s recent review of SDT literature from premier game conferences (i.e., CHI and CHI Play) emphasizes that “certain core concepts (e.g., relatedness) have received little to no attention” and that “few papers engage with SDT beyond merely descriptive accounts” [17]. Consequently, many details regarding the application of SDT to games have yet to be defined.

Recently, we have attempted to apply SDT to the understanding of player motivation in the context of single-player interactive storytelling games—particularly the educational interactive storytelling game Academical [5], which aims to teach players about the responsible conduct of research through a series of branching roleplay scenarios. In attempting to code player survey responses regarding their play experiences in Academical for the presence of SDT factors, we encountered particular difficulty with relatedness: although some player responses seem to indicate that players are motivated by a sense of relatedness to the game’s characters, the validity of this interpretation is unclear. The other two SDT factors—autonomy and competence—can straightforwardly be interpreted as applicable to single-player games. The applicability of relatedness, however, is less obvious: how can a factor that has previously been described primarily in terms of player interactions with other players be applied to the understanding of single-player narrative games?

In this paper, we briefly discuss the issue of relatedness in single-player narrative games and propose a preliminary new sub-theory of SDT (grounded in cognitive narratology) that suggests why and how relatedness may operate as a motivating factor in these games. Further, we argue that much work remains to be done in developing a better understanding of how relatedness should be interpreted in the context of single-player roleplaying games (SPRPGs).
2 BACKGROUND

Intrinsic motivations, such as those described by Self-Determination Theory, are thought to satisfy basic psychological needs and have been demonstrated to be potent drivers of enjoyment and engagement [7, 8, 16]. Per Ryan and Deci [11, pgs. 516-17], relatedness (one of three major intrinsic motivations) can be defined as a sense of social connectedness. Relatedness needs are satisfied when others recognize and support one’s self and when the person feels able to connect with, feel significant with, and be helpful to others; when there is a rich and textured social world—one in which players actually have things to do together; and relatedness, being in part a function of contingent responsiveness, can be experienced toward animated virtual characters who demonstrate this attribute.

According to Ryan and Deci, “different types or genres of video games afford distinct profiles of the psychological needs that they can satisfy” [11]. For instance, SDT does not officially define how relatedness can contribute to intrinsic motivations to enjoy and/or feel engaged with single-player games (e.g., interactive narratives). The authors of SDT specifically describe single-player role-playing games (RPGs) as satisfying autonomy and competence, whereas similar games with multiplayer options (e.g., massively multiplayer online RPGs) further satisfy the need for relatedness through supportive interactions with other players [11, p. 518]. However, the theory’s designers admit (and some studies indicate) that players can experience relatedness through interactions with non-playable characters (NPCs; i.e., interactive characters that are not controlled by humans), particularly via “contingent responsiveness” [4, 9, 11]. For example, an NPC could foster a sense of relatedness with the player by providing them with aid in the form of an action or advice. Thus, it is possible for a single-player game (particularly one with a strong narrative and developed characters) to support enjoyment and/or engagement via each of the ARC factors described by SDT, including relatedness.

Game and media researchers have suggested that the definition of relatedness within single-player narrative game content can be further refined and extended [1, 4, 15, 18]. More specifically, this body of work suggests that, under certain conditions, it is possible for players to feel relatedness with the main character of a story (playable or not) in addition to supporting characters or NPCs. Drawing from this body of work, the following section describes a preliminary set of relatedness criteria that we developed on the basis of a cognitive-narratological understanding of character in fiction.

3 RELATEDNESS IN MEDIA AND SPRPGS

We hypothesize that players of SPRPGs are likely to experience a stronger sense of relatedness when two conditions are present: the modeling of game characters as social actors within the player’s mind, and the participation through roleplay in dyadic social interactions with these characters.

3.1 Modeling of Characters as Social Actors

Following both Tyack and Wyeth [18] (who extend relatedness to include parasocial relationships [6, 10, 14] with NPCs) and Bopp et al. [3] (who address player feelings of attachment to both player and non-player characters), we argue that relatedness can be interpreted to include the player’s relatedness to game characters. The idea that spectators of fiction understand fictional characters by modeling them as other people is well-supported by the modern cognitive-narratological understanding of character [13, p. 608]. In particular, Smith [15] proposes a structure of sympathy consisting of three distinct levels of “imaginative engagement” with fictional characters: recognition, in which spectators are presented with “legible and consistent” information about characters that lead them to model these characters as internally coherent others; alignment, in which spectators are given access to a character’s subjectivity to facilitate
perspective-taking; and allegiance, in which spectators are led to “root for” (or against) characters on the basis of moral evaluation.

The first of these three levels is largely connected to the spectator’s sense that the characters are believable, while the latter two levels increasingly address affective relationships with characters. However, all three levels involve the application to fictional characters of cognitive functions (such as perspective-taking and empathy) that are normally applied to other people. Because relatedness centers on affective relationships, we argue that a sense of relatedness to game characters may arise when either alignment or allegiance is present. Recognition, however, seems less clear-cut as a source of relatedness: players can recognize characters without identifying or sympathizing with them further. Consequently, we argue that recognition falls more cleanly within the SDT-adjacent category of presence/immersion.

An interpretation of relatedness as arising solely from the modeling of fictional characters as people, however, is incomplete: it does not address the dyadic nature of relatedness, which requires that the player see themselves not just as spectators of but as participants in relationships with game characters. To fully explain why we believe relatedness is active in SPRPGs, we must also take roleplay into account.

### 3.2 Participation through Role-Play

Relatedness traditionally requires a minimum of a dyadic relationship characterized by “contingent responsiveness” that allows a person to psychologically thrive, experience well-being, and support the expression of their “true self.” According to Tyack and Wyeth [18], “it remains improbable that relatedness needs can be fully satisfied without any form of direct human contact.” However, various studies (theirs included) have suggested that relatedness can at least be partially satisfied within the context of media and story/character-based games [1, 4, 7, 15, 18]. As described in the previous section, this can occur when a person forms a parasocial relationship with a celebrity or movie character. However, a person can perhaps achieve even greater relatedness need satisfaction when they form a more interactive supportive relationship with an artificial character in a game.

Role-play is an activity common to games that explicitly engages a person’s capacity to experience the world from another’s perspective as well as to experience alignment and allegiance with fictional characters. Many people feel very motivated to engage in these kinds of activities and feelings because it is enjoyable (e.g., reading choose your own adventure books). Ultimately, our work determined that previous research supports the idea that: People enjoy role-playing and connecting with fictional characters because it is intrinsically motivating (i.e., via relatedness). This theory indicates that the act of role-playing and/or connecting with fictional characters is able to satisfy the psychological need to support genuine self-expression and feelings of well-being.

### 4 CONCLUSION

While relatedness was initially interpreted as arising solely from interactions between people, past work on games has also argued for parasocial and dyadic relationships with game characters as a source of relatedness. We argue that two main factors—modeling of characters as social actors and social participation through roleplay—function as sources of relatedness in SPRPGs. In our view, the presence or absence of these conditions defines a spectrum of relatedness that ranges from purely parasocial relationships (in which game characters are modeled as social actors in the player’s mind, but do not respond to the player as a social actor) at one end up to full multiplayer interaction at the other. Though we have yet to validate these hypothesized conditions, we believe that the spectrum-of-relatedness view serves as a potentially useful reconceptualization of relatedness as it applies to games, and one that can motivate substantial future discussion.
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